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About This Content

The Leaving Lyndow (Original Sountrack) by Phoenix Glendinning features over 22 minutes of music.

Includes 8 Audio tracks in both FLAC and MP3.

Track List

1. Last Morning (3:09)
2. Forest Walk (3:31)
3. Toma's Farm (2:18)
4. The Teahouse (2:18)
5. Distant Sails (3:58)
6. (Ambience I) (2:33)
7. (Ambience II) (2:20)
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Great game. Artwork and music really well done. Lots of fun with a friend as a couch co-op problem solver game.. you need to
F U * K I N G click and drag to shoot but it SO UNRESPONSIVE!

Other than that its a decent puzzle game. Negitive review though because it is more frustrating than good.. Incredibly funny and
enjoyable game.
Bought it for a couple friends due to how affordable and worth the money the game is, and I have a blast every time I play.
Looking forward to this game's future!. The game is kinda bad. It is hard to understand what really to do, it is not very well
specified, and you may die to quick in this game. When you're trying to morph, it is also hard to get what you need to do. The
soundtrack is good, though, but you don't really buy a game for its soundtracks. Nothing in this game seems really that great, so
you should probably avoid it, although it is not horrible.. If your looking for a game where you pilot/fire cannons, rockets, and
flamethrowers at your enemies from primitive blimps with your friends than this is the game for you. Sadly there arent very
many people playing these days so AirBuccaneers only gets played when i have friends online playing it.

7/10. This is a cool concept, and it's handled pretty well. Two gripes: the snail-speed walk is obnoxious, and the locking up
during every fith-or-so combat. I seem to be the only one having the second problem, but it's super annoying.

Anyway, I like the game, and I can honestly recommend it. Especially if it doesn't lock up for you.

What it is: a tactical rpg centered around loss and family. It's got a decent story, and lots of it, some voiced but most text. Also
peotry, 'cause it's french and pretentious, but that's ok. For poetry, it's actually not as bad as it could be.. It's garbage. I'm a
pretty avid fan of tower defense titles and Radiant Defense was a pleasant surprise. If I were giving it a grade on a scale from
1-10, I'd give it a solid 7. It doesn't do anything genre-defining like Orcs Must Die or Kingdom Rush, but it does put the
standard tower defense pieces together well to create a challenging experience.

If you research this game for more than 30 seconds, you'll see that people complain/rave that it is very difficult. It is definately a
very challenging tower defense game, easily one of the hardest I have played. Unfortunately, the difficulty often comes as a
result of poor wave balancing. The difficulty really gives very low margin for error, causing you to not experiment too much in
the obvious formula to success.

Also, unlike a lot of the best tower defense games, there's really no tower-progression or leveling up through the campaign - you
have access to all of the towers right away. This creates somewhat of a rinse-repeat feeling by halfway through the game that
never goes away as nothing very new presents itself throughout the entire game except stronger and stronger waves.

I would definitely recommend it to genre fans like me looking for yet another Tower defense game to play. For all others, I'd
suggest first knocking out genre classics like Orcs Must Die, Dungeon Defenders, Kingdom Rush, and Bloons TD before
spending your time on this title.. Gets old quick, but fun game, Very advance game, hope your patient and like big networks.
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This game is very imagintative and adventurous, it really gives you the choice to be good and kind, or evil and powerful, as well
as how you do it. I haven't finished the game, but i greatly recommend getting it. It is just 5 dollars, you are not going to find
many games as good as this for that price.. This is a great game! I've been playing on a keyboard and it took a little getting used
to before finally serving my first meal. After that, I was hooked and I will now get some controllers so that I can play with my
wife - would also like to try with 4 players too. I would suggest to the developer to have an easier mode for keyboard players.
Again, a fantastic game.. This game is a really fun, really addictive RPG-ish rouge-ish twin stick shooter. If that sounds like
your bag of nails, then this is probably going to be something you'd enjoy.. Main game is fun and has some powerful upgradable
weapons to decimate hordes of zombie walking and running towards you. Good stress relief and doesn't take too long.

Survival mode is quite boring, you always get the same weapons and die at the same time when zombies star shooting at you
from all directions. Turret mode is even more meaningless having only two weapons - turret itself and mini-nuke.
So I recommend the campaign mode, but don't bother with the other two.. Wow! I am happy I bought this game, this is a real
gem, the game is well made and so far I have not noticed any bugs, I love the background sounds and the distorted radio effects,
they are incredible, they give you that feel you really are in space, I recommend headphones! so whats the game about? it is a
real time strategy game where the gameplay is very simular to Sins of the solar empire games, or Starwars Empire maybe is
more the hammer on the nail, if you like that kind of game play you will love this game, you capture the solar systems and build
improvements on them, you can build 3 things, first is a battlestation, second is a shield, and third is ground forces on the planet,
wich makes them a lot harder to re-conquer, there are 3 kinds of planets "systems" and 3 kind of spaceships, the first planet or
solar system is a repair system, where you can repair your ships after battle, production planets are to build the 3 different ship
models, and the third planet? I really haven't figured that out yet, the ships you can build are, battle fleets, these are the ones you
destroy enemy ships with if you haven't figured out, the second ship is invasion fleets, you must have these to being able to
invade, it's really self explainatory, and the third ship is siege ships, so what can you do with those? take a wild guess! I played
this game for 2 hours now and I would have played longer if I didn't win, "easy settings" there are easy normal hard, this is the
kind of strategy game you can play when you want to kill a few hours but not days. and it's great fun. well, if you have the
settings to hard then maybe it will take days, I have great hopes for this developer in the future, I think there will be something
really awesome to come. so what do I think about this game? it's awesome, I can see my self playing hundreds of hours in the
future, even it is not deep in any stretch of the imagination, it is definitely a very simple game, there are no diplomacy, no
research, then you probably think this just a crap game, it is not! the game is incredibly good and it is well made and nicely
polished and the sounds are like from heaven, so then you might wonder why is it so good even when it apear so thin? the game
is good at ocupying you to strategize how to beat the enemy, it is good to let you experience the kind of gameplay of games like
Sins without the need to do a lot of research before you attack, you just dive right into it. go buy it now! it's well worth the full
price.. Good game.
The story is good. But the end is very bad.
The graphic is awesome. Great sounds.. I go nuts over this game.
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